
 

 

Key Stage 3 Curriculum  
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The start of Key Stage 3 marks an exciting phase in the lives of our students. It is the period when 
they build on their primary education and prepare for their Key Stage 4 choices. We have designed 
our curriculum carefully, to meet the expectations of the United Learning Curriculum and do what 
is best for our students.  
 
We believe in the benefits of a broad and balanced school experience and so proudly run a three-
year Key Stage 3 curriculum, with option choices made at the end of Year 9. This means that 
students go into the options process with an in-depth understanding of the range of subjects 
available to them and do not specialise too early. 
 
The Key Stage 3 curriculum at The Totteridge Academy is designed so that students can master 
key skills and knowledge whilst building on the wonder and excitement of the many varied 
subjects we offer. Our students have access to a far-reaching and coherent curriculum that 
empowers students through learning, plus our strong core of English and maths ensures that basic 
skills are embedded early to allow students to flourish throughout their time with us. A range of 
learning pathways support and challenge all students and our exciting Extra-Curricular 
programme ensures all students have access to catch-up, extension, clubs and enrichment. 
 
Subjects studied and time allocations at KS3 2018/19: 
 

 Weekly lesson allocation 

Subject Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 

English 6 6 6 
Maths 5 5 6 
Science 3 3 3 
P.E. 2 2 2 
Modern Languages 2 2 2 
History 2 2 2 
Geography 2 2 2 
R.E. 2 2 2 
Art 1 1 1 
Drama 1 1 1 
Music 1 1 1 
Computing 1 1 0 
Technology 2 2 2 
PSHCE / Form 2  2  2  

 
 
Students who are not on track to achieve their targets in the core may be expected to attend 
practice sessions in key subjects, including our innovative Peer Mentoring scheme pairing Year 8 
and 10 students to help students catch up in maths, and specific 1:1 and small group intervention 
with the inclusion team. 
 
The Extra-Curricular opportunities at The Totteridge Academy include competitive sports teams, 
Let’s Get Cooking, School Choir, Maths Challenge, Chess and Scholars Club which include a range 
of talks by prestigious speakers from academia and top professions as well as a university 
residential. 


